


Vibhor Indusoot is serving people by guiding them 
Astrologically for last more than 18 years. His followers 

are not only confined in India but are spread in different 
parts of the planet Earth. The use of “Nadi Astrology” a 
type of south Indian Astrology in north Indian style of 

Astrology is a unique feature of Shri Vibhor Indusoot. The 
blend of the two styles makes his timing of events precise 
not only up to months, days, hours but up to the minutes. 
His predictions are not only based on complex and unique 
calculations but are backed by strong intuitions and divine 
grace. His ability to predict with precision could be easily 

understood by the statistics itself as he has analyzed 
more than One Lakh Seventy Five Thousand horoscopes 

in his 18 years of carrier as an Astrologer. A great devotee 
of lord Hanuman, Shri Vibhor Indusoot also possesses a 

vast knowledge of Vastu Shastra.

Ask questions from Shri Vibhor 
Indusoot.



Ask Questions From Suvigya Indusoot
Suvigya Indusoot is a rapidly emerging name in the world of 
astrology.
He has acquired the astrological knowledge from his 

grandfather; Late Sri. Suresh Indusoot and father; Sri. Vibhor 
Indusoot as the legacy of his family. 
Suvigya’s inclination towards astrology commenced since his 
childhood because his grandfather; Late Sri. Suresh Indusoot 
had been a well reputed and very knowledgeable high grade 
astrologer, who kept on guiding numerous persons through his 
astrological services combined with unparallel talent for around 
60 years and he also wrote more than 30 books on astrological 
science while his father; Sri Vibhor Indusoot is today’s famous 
astrologer, rendering his astrological services for last 20 years, 
whereas Suvigya Indusoot got the subtle knowledge of astrology 
from his grandfather and father. 

Although Suvigya has grown up in an astrological atmosphere since his childhood and engaged 
himself in studying and learning astrology under the guidance of his learned grandfather as well 
as father, yet he has been actively providing his astrological services for around 5 years. Suvigya 
Indusoot has got a very good command over predictive astrology. Moreover, he is a graduate in 
Business Management. His specific style of Parashari as well as Nadi astrology combines 
together in predictive astrology and horoscope analysis. 



Apart from traditional Parashari and Vedic astrology, Suvigya Indusoot has also 
done intensive study in South Indian system of abstract Nadi astrology, 
resulting which the horoscope analysis conducted by him becomes very 
perfect. While conducting horoscope analysis, he use to study any case by 
coordinating Parashari and Nadi astrology, resulting which his predictions are 
always perfect. 
During last couple of years, Suvigya Indusoot has studied many rare cases and 
found perfect solutions while offering astrological services. The astrological 
guidance imparted by him has brought positive changes in the life of many 
persons and many people have got rid of their problems through his online 
astrological consultations. The astrological solutions offered by him are very 
simple and show rapid impact on the life of a person.
Nowadays, Suvigya Indusoot is offering his astrological services not only in 

India, but also in abroad through his online consultations and many people are 
getting benefitted by these online astrological consultations. In order to bring 
the rare knowledge of astrology forward and impart benefits of astrology to 
you all, Suvigya Indusoot would continue to publish his videos to you regularly 
through YouTube channel.



The effect of gemstone in Astrology
We all know that the gemstones possess a specific kind of power and we also 
experience its effect apparently several times in our life. In fact, the effect of the 
gemstones on our body is caused by the color of the planets and the vibration of its 
light rays. Our ancient sages have discovered the color of the planet by their research, 
experience and godly vision and accordingly they determined the respective gemstone 
for the each planet and its satellites. When we wear any gemstone, then that specific 
gemstone attracts the light rays of its lord planet and conveys it to our body and 
absorbs the unnecessary and harmful vibration of the rays within itself. Hence, the 
gemstones work as a filter to the human being by providing the specific rays of the 
planets to it, scattered in the whole universe. When we wear any gemstone, it 
provides an impact on our body and mind and it reflects the energy of its own lord 
planet in our life. Therefore, any gemstone is prescribed only after the analysis of the 
horoscope of a particular person. The ascendant (lagan) of your horoscope is 
significant in this respect.













About Us



Shri Vibhor Indusoot, though young at age, is a much talked about name in the world of astrology due to his 
ocean like experience. His predictions are not only based on complex and unique calculations but are backed 
by strong intuitions and divine grace. He has earned several feathers in his cap by predicting some 
astounding events of almost all the arena of life ranging from politics, natural disasters, death and rise of 
celebrities etc. Vibhor Indusoot, not only did an extensive research in almost all the branches of astrology 
but also inherited this divine science from his father. His father, late Shri Suresh Indusoot himself was a 
learned and renowned Astrologer, who wrote more than 40 books on Astrology. The title ‘Indusoot’ was 
bestowed to Shri. Suresh ji by his guru. The word Indusoot implies a deeper meaning: Indoor- means the 
moon and Soot means -Son. The Son of Moon and according to Hindu mythology, moon’s son is known as 
planet Buddha (Mercury), which in Known as karaka of Astrology. Vibhor Indusoot is serving people by 
guiding them Astrologically for last more than 18 years. His followers are not only confined in India but are 
spread in different parts of the planet Earth. The use of “Nadi Astrology” a type of south Indian Astrology in 
north Indian style of Astrology is a unique feature of Shri Vibhor Indusoot. The blend of the two styles makes 
his timing of events precise not only upto months, days, hours but up to the minutes. His ability to predict 
with precision could be easily understood by the statistics itself as he has analyzed more than one lakh 
seventy five thousand horoscopes in this 18 years of carrier as an Astrologer. A great devotee of lord 
Hanuman, Shri Vibhor Indusoot also possesses a vast knowledge of Vastu Shastra also. The combination of 
two becomes excessively beneficial for the guidance seekers. Co-incidence could take place once, but what 
one would say if Shri. Vibhor Indusoot predicted successfully the following national events well before it 
took place.
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Astroindusoot Is The Best Astrology 
Consultations Services in India..

Website:  http://astroindusoot.com

E-mail:  support@astroindusoot.com


